
A Father’s Day Ditching
So… the entire family (well the extended immediate… siblings,
neices and nephews, parents, and I) went out for dinner this
afternoon after I got off work at 2.  Because I did not relish
the chance to sit in the back and be squished, I decided to
ride with big brother and two of his three little ones (E-beth
rode elsewhere).  The trip back was much more exciting than
the trip there.

Jeff decided to take country roads (take me home) aided by his
GPS (help us all… she did have a rather familiar voice).  We
came across a closed road so we turned onto yet another back
road.  He happened to glance ahead to see vehicles coming from
the opposite direction on the closed road.  Apparently, they
were in the process of repaving… HMMM… where have I seen that
before.  So, he decided to turn around and go back.  The road
was only SLIGHTLY more narrow than he expected; consequently,
we ended up in a ditch (It wasn’t me this time).  To make
matters worse, the ground was still soft following the storms
we had a few days ago.  We were STUCK!

Along comes a helpful young man willing to go retrieve his tow
cables.  Unfortunately, they would have done more harm than
good as his small car has nothing to hook a cable to without
tearing off a bumper.  Moments later, another vehicle pulls
up.  This car had a connection to my intelligent brother as
one  of  the  passengers  is  a  student  at  the  school  he  is
employed at.

It was decided that my 13 year old nephew would gently push on
the accelerator while four stout-hearted gentlemen pushed and
guided the car to relative safety.  I think someone forgot to
tell Joshua what gently meant.  We got the car out of the
ditch; however, the car continued to accelerate, move in a
circle, and come within inches of going into the ditch on the
other side of the road.  I think the young guy finally figured
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out how to stop the car or else decided that taking the car
for a joy ride was not such a good idea after all.  I wonder
if  the  helpful  sultry,  seductive  voice  was  offering
directional advice at the time.  I forgot to ask what her name
is

Joshua told his father that he hopes that he is not put in
that position for at least three years.  It only added 15
minutes to the drive… enough however to make everyone else
curious.


